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– Steve Jobs, former Apple CEO

Design is not just what it looks like and feels like.  
Design is how it works.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M66ZU2PCIcM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M66ZU2PCIcM
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1 Design Basics
Design Principles and Grids 
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From Books...
Grids, typography, and colour
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...to Digital Products
How is design for digital different?



Grid, typography, colors...same but different
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Working with layers



Digital design tools



UX vs UI



What are design systems?
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Native app platforms

iOS Android



Device fragmentation
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How is an app different from a website?

App Website
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Features web vs. native
Feature Website Native app

Works offline ❌  (not by default) ✅

Camera/camera roll ❌  (camera is possible with 
permissions)

✅  (with permissions)

Geolocation ✅  (not in the background, though) ✅  (with permissions)

Contacts & address book access ❌ ✅  (with permissions)

Bluetooth ❌ ✅

Accelerometer ❌ ✅

Microphone ✅  (with permissions) ✅  (with permissions)

Touch/Face ID ❌ ✅  (with permissions)

Push notifications ❌  (can be done, but not as intuitive) ✅  (with permissions)

ML/AI features ❌ ✅
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Types of devices
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Digital Product Design



2 Elements of  User Experience Design
The five layers of UX Design 
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The reason for the product — Why we create it, who are we doing this 
for, why people are willing to use it, why they need it. The goal here is to 

define the user needs and business objectives.
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Functional Requirements: It’s the requirements about the functions, or 
features in the product, how features work with each other, and how they 

interrelate with each other. These features is what user need to reach 
the objectives.
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Content Requirements It’s the information we need in order to provide 
the value. Information like text, images, audio, videos, …etc. Without 

defining the content, we have no idea about the size or time required to 
complete the project.
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Information Architecture: Given the content requirements, it defines 
relationships between different entities.
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Interaction Design: Given the functional requirements, it defines how 
user can interact with the product, and how the system behaves in 

response to the user interactions.
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Interface Design: Presenting and arranging interface elements to enable 
users to interact with the functionality of the system.
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Information Design: Defines the presentation of information in a way 
that facilitates understanding. Also includes Navigation through the 

product.
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Visual Design: Appearance of content, controls, which gives a clue of 
what user can do, and how to interact with them. It should make things 

easier to understand, increase cognitive ability to absorb what users see 
on the screen.
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3 Process of User Experience Design
Meeting some old friends 
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4 Tools of User Experience Design
Meeting more old and some new friends 



What are we building on?
Not everything can be covered in this session.
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Design  
Grid Design 

Principles Value 
Proposition 

Canvas

Stakeholder 
Map

Service 
Blueprint

User  
Research

User Journey

Ideation 
Techniques 
(e.g. HMW)

Personas



User Flows
User Flows are diagrams that display the complete path a user takes when 
using a product. It is a map of all the screens. 
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Wireframes
An abstract representation of screen content on interface element level.
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Examples for Interface Elements 

Input Controls:  
buttons, text fields, checkboxes, radio buttons,  
dropdown lists, list boxes, toggles, date field 

Navigational Components:  
breadcrumb, slider, search field, pagination, slider, tags, icons 

Informational Components:  
tooltips, icons, progress bar, notifications,  

message boxes, modal windows 

Containers:  
accordion



User Stories
Describe your feature from a user perspective without any details on the 
technical delivery. If it’s not in a User Story, it will not exist in your software.
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User Stories
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Entity Relationship Models
An ER model is composed of entity types and specifies relationships that can 
exist between entities.
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User Stories



Apply what we learned today
Create a concept for a stopwatch app with user login and lap function 
(User Flows, Wireframes, User Stories, Entity Relationship Model)
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